Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy

Kunkel and colleagues\(^1\) recently published an article on constraint-induced (CI) movement therapy for motor recovery in chronic stroke patients. They presented the results of an uncontrolled series of 5 stroke patients undergoing CI therapy. The authors also presented a review of five studies, including their own, concerning the effectiveness of CI therapy based on a calculation of effect sizes. We have several concerns with this paper.

In our opinion, research in physical medicine and rehabilitation has progressed to a point at which patient series no longer make any substantial contribution to the accumulation of knowledge. Controlled studies, preferably randomized, are needed to determine the effectiveness of treatment modalities. Uncontrolled studies can be misleading and will almost always report grossly overestimated treatment effects.\(^2\) The importance of a control group, when evaluating CI therapy, is emphasized by the interim conclusions of a controlled study carried out by Wittenberg and colleagues,\(^3\) who found that patients who received standard therapy also showed improvement, possibly due to expectation bias. The results of a randomized clinical trial conducted at our hospital, which will be published shortly, confirm this.\(^4\)

In their literature review, Kunkel and colleagues claim to have identified two controlled studies. However, the publication on one of these studies mentions a control group of 15 patients, but provides no data concerning improvement in either the experimental or the control group. \(^5\) Therefore, we were puzzled by the fact that Kunkel presented data on the experimental group of 20 patients in this study, but no data on the control group.

Finally, we strongly disagree with the interpretation of effect sizes based on trends over time in uncontrolled series as important evidence in favor of CI movement therapy. In fact, when using within-group time trends to calculate effect sizes, all the methodologic advantages of having a control group are ignored. We conclude that Kunkel failed to demonstrate that CI therapy is efficacious for chronic stroke patients.
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The authors reply

Van der Lee and colleagues are correct in emphasizing that randomized controlled studies are preferable to uncontrolled studies; however, replications of clinical series still have a place in rehabilitation research. As noted in our report, we sought to perform an independent replication of the effects of constraint-induced movement therapy, which had only been fully tested in coauthor Taub's laboratory.\(^1,2\) A similar replication without a control group appeared recently in Stroke.\(^3\) Since CI treatment is a new and promising therapy, we believe that these independent replications are still viable, as was also suggested by Ottenbacher.\(^4\) The paper by Wittenbacher and associates\(^3\) is a preliminary report with still-unpublished data and no conclusions can be drawn from it. The meta-analysis was limited to pre-post effect sizes, since only two of the studies we reported contained a control group. Control group effect sizes could thus not have been pooled for the demonstration of the overall effect we wanted to report. Finally, we want to point out that we tested the effects of CI therapy in a sample of highly chronic stroke patients where spontaneous recovery has never been demonstrated and we want to emphasize that the effects reported here were substantial and long-lasting.

We believe that these independent replications in two laboratories have established the efficacy of CI therapy for the treatment of chronic stroke without claiming the specificity of the observed effect. We agree with van der Lee that now would be the time to compare these effects to those of other treatment approaches to evaluate to what extent the effects we observed are actually related to specific behavioral training rather than reflecting nonspecific therapy effects.
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